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THE ADVANTAGES OF APPLYING GPS FREQUENCY
TRANSLATORS TO RANGE TRACKING

Carl E. Hoefener and James Stone
Interstate Electronics Corporation

Anaheim, California

ABSTRACT

When applying the Global Positioning System (GPS) to Time, Space, and Position
Information (TSPI), the use of GPS frequency translators should be considered. The
primary space positioning problem in the test and evaluation applications is trajectory
reconstruction. Although this can be accomplished by flying a GPS receiver on the test
vehicle and telemetering its position to the ground, there are significant advantages to
translating the “L” band GPS signals to “S” band, and transmitting the broad band signal
to the ground for processing.

A translator-based system offers several advantages. Physical advantages include smaller
size, lower weight, and lower cost. Technical advantages include: 1) ground station data
aiding that provides a 6 dB advantage, 2) elimination of system bias errors, 3) computation
complexity at the ground station vs. the vehicle under test, and 4) the ability to reconstruct
a test scenario enabling flexibility in data analysis techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) developed by the U.S. Air Force is a precision
navigation system utilizing a particular satellite constellation. These satellites transmit “L”
band signals which enable a user with an “L” band GPS receiver to determine his precise
position when receiving signals from at least four satellites. The user equipment contains
complex computational systems to make the basic measurements, and a precision Kalman
filter to derive accurate positions from these measurements. This is a non-trivial process.

GPS IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

When using GPS for Time, Space, and Position Information (TSPI) on tracking ranges,
two approaches for GPS implementation can be considered. One approach would be to
install GPS user equipment on the vehicle under test. It then can determine its position and
transmit this via a telemetry link to a ground station. This paper addresses an alternate



approach of using a GPS translator in the test vehicle rather than the complete GPS
receiver. A translator simply receives the “L” band signals from all satellites in view, shifts
the carrier to an “S” band frequency, and transmits this broadband information to the
ground station. All computation and position determination is performed at the ground
station. There are many advantages to the use of a GPS translator-based TSPI system, and
many cases where translators may be preferred in tracking system implementation. These
arguments are presented below.

ADVANTAGES OF A TRANSLATOR-BASED SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a test aircraft receiving an “L” band signal directly from a GPS satellite.
(Actually it would be receiving signals from four satellites. Only one is shown for the sake
of simplicity). The same “L” band signals from the satellites are also received directly at
the ground station by a reference receiver. A second receiver in the ground station, the
target receiver, receives the translated “S” band signal from the test aircraft.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a typical GPS translator target tracking system. An “S”
band telemetry dish is shown because many ranges have existing telemetry dishes and the
translated “S” band signal would be received along with the telemetry data. The outputs of
the target and reference receiver would then be fed to the computer system for target
position determination.

There is a significant signal-to-noise ratio advantage of a translator-based system over the
onboard receiver system. Figure 3 shows both the onboard receiver system and the
translator system. Notice that the onboard receiver system receives the “L” band signal
directly from the satellite. This GPS signal is bi-phase modulated at a 50 Hz rate with
telemetry data (almanac and ephemeris) from the satellite. Because of this modulation on
the carrier, a squaring or Costas loop is required to lock onto the satellite signal. In the
translator-based system, the reference receiver is used to retrieve the telemetry data and
can be used to data wipe it from the target receiver. Thus an unmodulated signal can be
obtained from the target receiver. This enables a phase lock loop to be utilized for target
carrier tracking. A translator-based GPS tracking system, therefore, has a 6 dB advantage
over an onboard receiver because of its ability to use a phase lock loop instead of a Costas
loop for carrier tracking.

The translator-based tracking system is essentially a differential GPS system, because of
the use of a reference and target receiver. This means that common mode bias errors such
as ionospheric signal delay are essentially eliminated. This is true only when the target and
ground station are relatively close together, typically 200 miles or less. However, after
eliminating the common mode errors, thermal noise is the dominant contributor to position
error.



With a translator-based GPS tracking system all computations take place at the ground
station. For example, targets of different dynamics require different tracking loop band
widths for optimum measurement system performance. With a ground-based
computational system the tracking system can be easily adjusted for optimum performance.
In typical translator tracking systems, the incoming signals to the receivers are recorded,
enabling complete rerun of a particular operational scenario. This is extremely important
for systems under test, where many times the target dynamics are unknown a priori. In
practice, under extremely high dynamics, an onboard receiver may never lock up and
acquire satellite data. A translator tracking system could replay the data and experiment
with filter widths until the target could be tracked. There is no question that a translator-
based system enables the optimization of the tracking solution, post flight. It is precisely
during unexpected high target dynamics that TSPI is most valuable.

Another very significant advantage of a translator-based tracking system is the minimum
time to first fix of target position. When a GPS receiver is first turned on, the time of first
fix is generally five minutes or more. This is because the receiver must first gather the
satellite almanac and ephemeris data and acquire lock on all available satellite signals.
Take the case of an operational test of a submarine launched ballistic missile where GPS is
used for range safety. The submarine is submerged and has no way of receiving GPS
signals prior to missile launch. Yet within five seconds after the missile comes into view,
we must determine the state vector of the missile in order to pass it to the range safety
officer.

With an onboard receiver we can’t wait for five minutes after launch to determine our
position. The only way to solve this problem would be to up-link initialization data to the
receiver which would require a very complex package on the target. Even then it is
questionable whether a missile receiver could lock up and determine its position within
five seconds. With a translator-based system, the reference receiver has acquired and is
locked onto the signals long before the missile launch. When the missile first breaks the
surface, the translator is transmitting the translated satellite signals to the ground station.
The target receiver, specifically designed for fast signal acquisition, is able to track the
target and hand-off missile state vector data to the range safety officer within five seconds
of launch.

There are some more obvious advantages of translator-based systems which are shown in
Table 1. Clearly the size of a translator should be smaller than an airborne receiver,
probably by an order of magnitude. This ratio of course will decrease as the required
translator output



TABLE 1.  TRANSLATOR VS. RECEIVER COMPARISON

Receiver Translator

Size: 100s of in3 10s of in3

Weight: 10s of lb < 3 lb
Cost: 1 per unit 1/10 to 1/4 per unit

power at “S” band increases. The weight relationships are based on the comparison of
current planned GPS pod mounted receivers and available translators. The cost
comparisons are difficult because they are subject to quantities ordered and the time the
order is placed. But best estimates at this time indicate that a translator will be less
expensive than a GPS receiver by a factor of 4 to 10.

Typical translator characteristics are:
• Translates L1 to S-Band
• 2 watts output
• 1.3 MHz bandwidth
• 50 watts power consumption
• 37.5 cubic inches
•  3 pounds

The particular translator specified calls for a two watt output. This output power would be
sufficient to support an operation with a maximum of 50 kilometers from the ground
station assuming an omni-directional “S” band target receiver antenna. The bandwidth of
1.3 megahertz has been proven to be sufficient for C/A code translation in system
operation. The input power of 50 watts is high and may be capable of being reduced if
monolithic gallium arsenide techniques are utilized in the translator design. The volume
and weights shown are those of the prototype translator currently in operation. These
undoubtedly could be reduced with modern manufacturing techniques.

CONCLUSION

When configuring a GPS-based range tracking system, the use of GPS frequency
translators should be considered along with other available options. For some applications
the translator approach has significant advantages. These advantages are summarized as
follows:

• 6 dB gain advantage over onboard receiver
• Differential GPS accuracy
• Required computational complexity on ground
• Enables mission replay
• Minimizes time to first fix
• Smaller, less costly than onboard receivers



Figure 1.  Portable GPS Translator Tracking System 16952-1



Figure 2. System Functional Diagram 0/1267B



Figure 3.  Comparison of Translator and Onboard
Receiver GPS Processing Systems 12310-1A


